List of information, which the Maharashtra Metro Rail Corporation Ltd. (Nagpur Metro Rail Project) is not obliged to disclose under the Provisions of RTI Act-2005

Section 2(f)

Any application for redressal of grievance unless some material information has been sought.

Query in the form of, opinion, advice etc. and the question like why, how, what, etc. unless exists in material form.

The information shall not be created to supply to the applicant.

Section 7 (9)

Any information provision of which may disproportionately divert the resources or would be detrimental to the safety or preservation of record.

Section 8 (1) (a)

Minutes of meetings to review/upgrade the security from time to time.

Intelligence inputs received from security agencies, Security arrangements and security audit reports.

Login ID & passwords of Computer systems.

CC TV footage of station premises, Internal detailed plan, design and specifications of Metro Establishments/ Buildings/ Structures.

Standard Operating Procedures, Operation & Maintenance Manuals, Disaster Management plans to deal with disasters.

Section 8 (1) (c)

Information provided to Parliament/ State Legislature prior to its being laid in the house.

Section 8 (1) (d)

Ongoing Contracts with Confidentiality clause, Technical and financial submission of the bidder.

Internal marketing strategy for Property Development/Property Business.

Reserve price for property Development/ Property Business unless being disclosed in the tendering process.

Passenger Marketing Strategy, fare fixation till a final decision is taken.

Section 8 (1) (d),(e)

Professional Fee paid to Advocate, consultants/ Experts and expert/ legal opinion.
**Section *(1) (e)*

Information of third party available in fiduciary relationship.

**Section 8 (1) (g)**

Name and details of complainant / whistle blower

Members of the Tender Committee, Appraisal Committee, Interview Committee in recruitment examination and departmental promotion committee.

**Section 8 (1) (h)**

D & AR/vigilance and other cases under Investigation/ Enquiry.

**Section 8 (1)(i)**

Records of deliberation on files, till final decision has been taken.

**Section 8(1)(j)**

Vendor payment details

Answer sheet, Marks, ACRs, APARs, Transfer request letters/ representation/ records and connected noting and other correspondence received from employees/ candidates other than the RTI applicant.

Provident fund (PF)/ Salary and allowance, LTC & Medical bills. Personal information of employees, Contract staff deployed by agencies/ contractors

Sexual harassment cases

**Section 9**

Information involving an infringement of copyright.

**Section 11(1)**

Information relating to trade or Commercial secrets of third party protected by Law.